MOPEC 5000 AUTOPSY SAW

The first saw designed specifically for autopsy use.
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Mopec 5000 Autopsy Saw

Designed with the user in mind, the Mopec 5000 Autopsy Saw is equipped with state-of-the-art risk prevention features. It boasts advanced technology and a sealed housing specifically constructed for autopsy use. This cutting-edge tool is available exclusively from Mopec.

**Premium User Safety Features**

**IMMERSIBLE HANDPIECE**
Unlike other saws, the Mopec 5000 is hermetically sealed to prevent shock from liquid contact. The entire handpiece is submersible to ensure effective cleaning. The sealed construction also reduces the risk of specimen inhalation caused by debris atomization from motor contact.

**LOWER VOLTAGE**
The handpiece is a mere 40 volts, thus lowering the chance for injury should the cord be mistakenly cut. Despite the lower voltage, the cutting power of the unit remains top-grade. Lower voltage means reduced heat: a cooler touch for the user and less wear on the saw motor.

**UNIQUE ARBOR MOUNT**
Saw blades can be easily changed via the top-mounted arbor to reduce the risk of injuries that can occur with radial mount blades.

**Improved Design**

**WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION**
To prevent fatigue during repeated use, the saw is designed to balance weight between the front and back of the unit. This even distribution minimizes hand and wrist strain.

**QUIETER OPERATION**
The sturdy construction houses a quieter motor to reduce noise distraction and saw vibration during autopsies.

**Notable Value**

**MODEST PRICING**
At a competitive price of $2,050, this saw fits comfortably in every budget.

**BLADES INCLUDED**
Four premium chrome plated blades are included. These blades cut more aggressively for quicker work and longer blade life.

Mopec 5000 Autopsy Saw (115V), SKU BD090 - $2,050